Stud Poker
Objective
The aim of Casino Stud Poker is to beat the dealer's hand, but this variation of poker has 2
important factors.
Before the player receives a hand they must place an ante (a minimum bet before a game
starts). Only then do they receive a hand at which point may may decide to bet (play on)
on or surrender.
The dealer will lose automatically if they do not have at least an Ace/King combination
(qualify).

Playing Stud Poker
Once you have placed an ante you are dealt 5 cards. The dealer will then also receive 5 cards with 1
facing up.
If you feel your hand is inadequate you may surrender and give up your ante. If feel your hand is
strong or the dealer may fail to qualify then you continue by betting 2x your ante.
The dealer will then reveal their cards, and they will either qualify, or fail to qualify:
If the dealer does not have at least an Ace/King combination their hand, they will fail to qualify. The
player then automatically wins and is 1 to 1 their ante and bet.
If the dealer qualifies it's hand is compared with that of the player's. If the dealer beats the player
their ante and bet is lost. If the player wins they will receive a 1 to 1 payout on their ante and a
payout on their bet determined by the strength of their hand see payout table below.

Poker Hands
Below is a poker hand table listed strongest to lowest.
Hand

Card Combination

Royal Flush

Ace, King, Queen, Jack and ten from the same suit

Straight
Flush

Five cards in consecutive order from the same suit

Four of a
Kind

Four cards from different suits of the same rank

Full House

Three of a kind and a pair

Flush

Five cards of same suit

Straight

Five cards in consecutive order, any combination of
suits

Three Of A
Kind

Three cards from different suits displaying the same
number or picture

Two Pairs

Two groups of two cards showing the same number
(or picture)

One Pair

One pair of identically ranked cards

Nothing

A hand with five un-matching & non -consecutive
cards
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